
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of training & development coordinator. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for training & development coordinator

Required to influence store General Managers and management teams
regarding training plans and activities based on follow up and evaluation of
designate training
In partnership with the HR Manager/Director and the DM, select designate
trainers and conduct train the trainer sessions with them to prepare them to
train new and promoted managers
Responsible to engage in ongoing discussions with District Managers (DMs)
and Regional Vice President (RVP) to identify business needs that will impact
designate training and seminar facilitation
Establish and maintain a training calendar that meets the needs of the region
Accountable for scheduling, preparing and coordinating all training, travel,
materials, room bookings and food requirements for all seminars within the
region in order to meet the goals related to training penetration rates
Coordinate training seminars for courses such as First Aid, Health & Safety,
technical training, special projects and others as required
Facilitate training seminars
Coordinate requests for management coverage and store projects as
required, making decisions that balance these needs with store and business
needs, partnering with DMs as required
Responsible to anticipate and overcome any issues regarding designate
training and facilitation of training seminars, escalating issues as they arise to
the appropriate party (HRD, DM, RVP) and providing solutions

Example of Training & Development Coordinator Job
Description
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Qualifications for training & development coordinator

At least 1 -3 years relevant experience in training, preferable with a focus in
the Learning and/or HR advisor area
In this role you will be working closely with business leads from the
organization, L&D colleagues from Mauritius, have regular contact with L&D
service support, the Talent Development Centers of Expertise and our
external providers
Regularly checks links/content in CDX T&D Site and updates content as
needed
Displays high ability to exercise judgment to shift priorities, organize multiple
tasks simultaneously, and work with minimal direction
Prior experience with learning management systems strongly preferred
2+ years of experience as a Training Coordinator or managing detailed HR
projects


